ABSTRACT. Fusion gene expression, a kind of chromosome rearrangement mode, has been strongly linked to prostate cancer diagnosis and prognosis as well as to the Gleason score and the American Joint Committee on Cancer stage assessment. In combination with traditional methods for locating fusion genes and scoring their association with cancer cell growth, proliferation, and invasion through the basement membrane, the emerging high-throughput sequencing technologies offer a panorama of fusion genes in a genome and facilitate the discovery of new fusion modes. We describe here a method for using single-end reads to analyze fusion gene expression in prostate tumors. We obtained the fusion gene expression profiling of prostate tumors, clustered them into several biological pathways, highlighted three "rediscovered" fusion genes (TMPRSS2-ERG, KLK2, and KLK3) and proved the reliability of our method.
INTRODUCTION
rearrangements constitute a very common and specific alteration in PCa cells. These genetic alterations lead to the overexpression of ETS genes, which encode the E26 family of transcription factors involved in cell proliferation. Of this family, the overexpressed ERG (ETS-related gene) oncogene is in almost 50% of PCa cases.
TMPRSS2-ERG overexpresses ERG through an androgen-mediated response. Structurally, the rearrangement is mainly due to interstitial deletion and to a lesser extent to reciprocal translocation and plays a key role in cellular metabolism. Almost all fusion gene transcripts produce a truncated ERG protein, and the presence of a specific isoform of this gene suggests clonality in a tumor; hence, metastasis shares the fusion gene status of the primary lesion. Although the prognostic implications of TMPRSS2-ERG have not been fully elucidated, TMPRSS2-ERG constitute a field of great diagnostic potential, and therefore, the development of techniques to identify and analyze the presence and characteristics of this gene noninvasively deserves attention. Currently, evidence supports the hypothesis that the presence of fusion genes can differentiate two molecular groups within PCa with differential behavior, demonstrating the roles of fusion gene as a potential therapeutic target. In this regard, the use of an anti-histone deacetylase (trichostatin A), antagonists of estrogen receptor alpha, and abiraterone acetate, has shown promised results.
A fusion gene is a hybrid gene formed from 2 previously separate genes. Fusion genes occur as the result of translocation, interstitial deletion, or chromosomal inversion. Fusion genes are often oncogenes, such as BCR-ABL (gene encoding the break point cluster region protein-Abelson murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1) (Nowell, 1962) , TEL-AML (translocation ETS leukemia-acute myeloid leukemia), AML1-ETO (t(8;21) chromosomal translocation in acute myeloid leukemia-eight twenty-one), and the TMPRSS2-ERG fusion gene often results in PCa (Tomlins et al., 2005) . Oncogenic fusion gene may lead to a new gene product with special function that is new or different compared with that of the 2 fusion partners. Alternatively, a proto-oncogene and a strong promoter may fuse together. As a result, the oncogenic function may disorder by upregulation via the strong promoter of the upstream fusion partner. Oncogenic fusion transcripts may also be activated by trans-splicing or readthrough events (Nacu et al., 2011) .
RNA-Seq research applies two main methods (Maher et al., 2009a) to detect gene fusion events (Neuhausen et al., 2005) . One method involves a targeted alignment approach, which aligns reads to a set of artificial exon-exon target sequences (Wang et al., 2008) . However, for intergenic splicing events in general, targeted alignment is not applicable as a computational strategy. The other method is to align the reads to a reference genome using a program that can split a read to align to different locations in a genome. Many spliced alignment tools can detect gene fusion events. These tools include QPALMA (De Bona et al., 2008) , TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009) , SplitSeek (Ameur et al., 2010) , and GSNAP (Wu and Nacu, 2010) . Some of them provide the capability to find fusion gene events at distant or inter-chromosomal locations in a genome. Spliced alignment is more popular than targeted alignment for detecting gene fusion events, because it can identify novel or distant gene fusion. However, spliced alignment is generally effective only for reads with exon-exon junctions in their middle regions, away from the 14-to 20-nucleotide margins at their ends. Another strategy is to align paired-end reads to a genome separately and search for fusion genes when 2 paired-end reads are distant in different gene locations. Studies suggest that a paired-end strategy is more sensitive to find gene fusion (Maher et al., 2009b) . The FusionSeq program is based on paired-end reads (Sboner et al., 2010) . However, the single-end data in fusion genes is precluded. The FusionMap program has been recently developed to align fusion reads directly to a genome without prior knowledge of potential fusion regions. It can detect fusion events in both single-and paired-end datasets from RNA-Seq analysis and characterize fusion junctions at base-pair resolution (Ge et al., 2011) .
These methods shed new light on finding fusion gene targets for oncotherapy. A promising approach is to screen featured target genes using treatment targeted at one such fusion gene locus. The overexpression of fusion genes is highly associated with cancer prognosis and diagnosis (Lijovic et al., 2000; Ferretti et al., 2007) .
MATERIAL AND METHODS
We downloaded RNA-Seq data of PCa from the Gene Expression Omnibus database with accession No. GSE24283. These data contain 3 human primary prostate tumors (T1, T2, and T3), adjacent matched normal tissue samples (N1, N2, and N3), a human brain reference (HBR) RNA sample, and a universal human reference (UHR) RNA sample. The processed libraries were sequenced via Illumina on a genome analyzer using their single-end protocol (Illumina, Hayward, CA, USA). Read length was 33 nucleotides for samples N3, T1, T2, and T3; 50 nucleotides for N2, HBR, and UHR; and 50 and 75 nucleotides for sample N1. Samples T3 and N1 were each sequenced over 2 Illumina flow cells. A total 226 million single-end reads from 8 sequencing runs for tumors T1, T2, and T3, and matched normal samples N1, N2, and N3 were obtained; 53 million reads for HBR and 60 million reads for UHR were also obtained.
We then cut off bases with qualities of less than 20 and retained reads with lengths greater than 25. The aligner bowtie mapped reads to the human reference genome (hg19) with parameter v. After the bowtie screening, we obtained unmatched reads for subsequent analysis. Last, the unmatched reads were further mapped by using the FusionMap aligner.FusionMap is an efficient fusion aligner that aligns single-end reads spanning fusion junctions directly to hg19 with the RefGene model. Results of each sample were further analyzed in respect of the gene fusion events. When using FusionMap aligner, we selected a minimal parameter length of 15 and other default parameters.
RESULTS

Characters of seed and rescued counts
FusionMap detects fusion junctions based on seed reads, which contain the fusion position in the middle regions of the reads and rescued reads that lose (gain) a few base pairs on one fusion edge and gain (lose) an equal number of base pairs on the other. Thus, the seed and rescued counts represent expression values of fusion genes. We drew each sample of seed counts and rescued counts as the cumulative frequency to show the abundance of gene fusion expression. The green, yellow, and blue circles represent counting of fusion events in each sample, meanwhile, the intercross area illustrates the events that co-exist in the three samples (Figures 1 and 2) . To measure the gene fusion event regardless of seed count or rescue count and the sum of seed and rescued reads, fusion gene expression abundance of HBR and UHR is always greater than T and N samples (Figures 1 and 2) . In general, the abundance of gene fusion expression in T samples is less than that in N samples. 
Characters of gene fusion events
Among a high frequency of gene fusion events in all 3 normal samples (1571, 1250, and 2078), 45 event counts co-existed (see Figure 1) , which may be explained by the fact that a basic set of gene fusion events exists among genome regions under evolutionary pressure as well as a certain heterogeneity of fusion gene expression among normal species groups. However, we discovered that gene fusion events introduce large vibrations between different normal samples. This result matches that of the molecular mechanism of gene fusion events.
Up to 127 counts (Figure 2 ), a somewhat surprisingly high but reasonable frequency of gene fusion events, were found among patients with tumors (687, 1656, and 9412). Researchers should pay more attention to fusion genes because of their relevance to cancer development. Considering this list carefully, we found some familiar genes previously implicated in tumors, such as TMPRSS2-ERG and ETS fusion (180 publications) (Salagierski and Schalken, 2012) , kallikrein-related peptidase 3 (KLK3), KLK2, insulin response sequence 2 (IRS2), and interleukin 2 fusion genes ( 
Gene Ontology analysis of fusion genes in tumor samples
We chose the David online software to perform Gene Ontology analysis on common fusion genes. The parameters were set to a count of 3 and a Benjamin test, EASE of 0.05. The results were clustered 128 forecasted gene-fusion events (Table 1) . From the table, we may infer that the fusion events occur in the positive regulation of cellular component organization, cell motion and cell projection organization, which were likely responsible for cancer formation.
DISCUSSION
At present, the software for predicting gene fusion expression essentially functions based on paired-end reads in RNA-Seq data. Therefore, a large number of these predictions lack strength and drop information. Using single-end reads, we used the FusionMap software to detect fusion genes and summarize the feasibility of capturing them. In this study, we applied FusionMap to detect gene fusion events in PCa with single-end reads. Forty-five fusion events were found in 3 normal samples, and 127 counts were found in patients with triple tumors. Among the counts, several eminent fusion genes reportedly associated with PCa course were "rediscovered", including TMPRSS2-ERG, KLK2, KLK3, and others.
Androgen stimulation treatment of prostatic adenocarcinoma can increase the expression of TMPRSS2-ERG, which then inhibits PSA activity in LNCaP cells and partially inhibits it in VCaP cells at the transcriptional level (Yin et al., 2011) . In addition, overexpression of TMPRSS2-ERG fusion induces DNA damage, which may be potentiated by poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 inhibition in a manner similar to that of breast cancer and BCRA1/2-deficiency (Brenner et al., 2011) . However, TMPRSS2-ERG marker cannot serve as a diagnostic or prognostic marker for ovarian cancer (Huang et al., 2011) . These fusion genes may be useful as a diagnosis index in both primary and metastatic PCa (Xiao et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2012) and as a PCa treatment target, which will decrease the overtreatment rate when only standard diagnostic tools are used (Salagierski and Schalken, 2012) .
The KLK3 locus on chromosome 19q13.33 and is associated with PCa susceptibility; however, KLK3 variants, which are associated with PSA level, cannot completely explain the association with PCa risk (Penney et al., 2011) . Three highly correlated SNPs (rs176325425, rs62113212, and rs62113214) are associated with PCa, and rs11084033 has potential prognostic significance in ovarian cancer (O'Mara et al., 2011) .
PSA is activated by KLK2 when the cells are in physical contact, and KLK2 is the protease responsible for activating PSA. However, active PSA is insufficient to induce the development of PCa or precursors (Williams et al., 2010) . The W allele of the KLK2 R250W SNP is reportedly less likely to be associated with low Gleason score morphology and hence is not an effective prognostic index (Kohli et al., 2010) .
Functional polymorphisms in the genes for insulin, IRS1, IRS2, and insulin-like growth factor 1 may be associated with PCa. IRS1 G972R GR/RR genotypes are associated with a significant 2.8-fold increased risk for PCa and significantly associated with more advanced Gleason score and American Joint Committee on Cancer stage (Neuhausen et al., 2005) . Deletion of Irs2 did not affect the initiation of neoplasia in Pten(+/-) mice but suppressed cancer cell growth, proliferation, and invasion through the basement membrane (Szabolcs et al., 2009) .
Although there were limitations in our conclusions, many previous studies supported our results, indicating that chromosome rearrangement was found in more than half of PCa cells and new proteins encoded by fusion genes advanced the development of cancer (Perner et al., 2006; Saramaki and Visakorpi, 2007; Teixeira, 2008; Demichelis et al., 2009) . A recent finding in cancer cells is that the 3-dimensional structure of DNA displays ultrahigh compression in the changed chromosome, which will manipulate thousands of downstream genes. The turning on (or off) of gene expression and activities forges the abnormal phenotype and activity of cancer cells. Conversely, the chromosome ectopic mode destabilizes the genome and raises the hazard of pre-cancerous lesions and mutations. When fusion genes overexpress, these mutations and changes occur in most types of cancer cells.
Some believe that androgen-regulated TMPRSS2-ERG gene fusion is a strong prog-nostic factor for disease recurrence after prostatectomy and its transcripts are related to tumor proliferation, invasion, and aggressive phenotype (Swanson et al., 2011) . In addition to rediscovering fusion genes in prostate tumors, we believe that some of these fusion genes are also highly associated with prostate tumors and hence will advance research on the mechanism of prostate tumor pathogenesis. However, the role of TMPRSS2-ERG gene fusion remains controversial in PCa. Some still believe that TMPRSS2-ERG fusion is not prognostic for recurrence after retropubic radical prostatectomy (Toubaji et al., 2011) . Considering the varying significance of TMPRSS2-ERG gene fusion prevalence and class in PCa (Magi-Galluzzi et al., 2011) , larger cohorts must be deeper researched and conducted before clinical application of this fusion gene.
